
Cooperating Technical Partners – ASFPM CTP subcommittee Monthly Call – October 9, 2019 

Attendees: Alan Lulloff, Brooke Seymour, Maria Cox Lamm and Dave Knipe 

Dave Knipe indicated that at the Committee Co-chair retreat they developed a draft workplan for the 

M&ES committee that included components for the CTP subcommittee. Those items basically reflected 

the work the subcommittee has been doing related to conducting webinars. 

The Floodway – Original Intent webinar was held in September and was well attended and received very 

positive feedback. Brooke came on late but then listened to the recording. Alan indicated that he would 

send the positive feedback comments and link to the recording to the group. 

The 2D floodway meeting was held in Davis, CA in late September. Brooke was unable to attend. Carey 

attended and has indicated he will provide the materials associated with the meeting to Dave who will 

share with the group. There was a 2D Floodway IPT call last week in which Alan participated. Vern 

Bonner indicated that they are working up a scope of work for funding to develop tools for mapping 

floodways in 2D HEC-RAS. Their plan is to provide a number of options for engineers to choose from for 

developing 2D floodways. The funding issue may delay when the tools will be available. 

We reviewed the results of the webinar options survey conducted as part of the Floodway Original 

Intent webinar. 2D floodways was the 2nd most popular option. It was agreed that this webinar topic 

should be delayed until the issue is more mature. 

The most requested topic was LOMR review. It is unclear specifically what people are interested in. Alan 

will discuss this with Brooke to break down the topic to determine the focus for the webinar. Brooke 

and Maria indicated that they would reach out to their contractors that do LOMR review to identify the 

best person to present on this topic. Maria indicated she would reach out to the contractor that does 

coastal LOMR reviews to get a name associated with component of LOMR reviews. 

We also discussed the topic of innovative techniques for collecting building first floor elevations. Two 

that Alan is aware of are North Carolina and Nebraska. Maria indicated that for NC the best contacts are 

Tonda for the state and Dave Key for ESP. 

There was also a number other topics offered. We discussed acquisition. Brooke indicated that Mile 

High has a dedicated FP preservation fund and they are in the process of asking their board to increase 

the amount in the fund to due to increases in property value. Alan mentioned that there is often a 

concern regarding loss of tax base. Brooke indicated that that is not deemed a problem in the Denver 

area. We then determined that while this might be a useful topic that it is not a CTP mapping issue. 
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